S4C Casting Guidelines – August 2016

S4C is publishing these guidelines in order to offer guidance to producers as they choose the
cast for S4C-commissioned drama. These guidelines note the need, in general, to avoid seeing
the same actors appearing in more than one series at around the same time. In drafting these
guidelines, we have sought to achieve a balance between, on the one hand, the need to
protect the integrity of our drama series and their main characters and responding to
audience feedback about the need for a variety of faces, whilst on the other hand recognising
the need for producers to be able to cast actors who are suitable for the role.
Here are guidelines to provide guidance for producers when casting:
1. Generally, actors should not appear in more than one drama series being broadcast at the
same time or adjacent to each other. This applies to all drama series on S4C, including
soaps such as Pobol y Cwm and Rownd a Rownd.
2. A series starting less than a month before the end of another series is considered to be an
adjacent series. In the case of soaps, the period of one month will be calculated from the
first or (as appropriate) last appearance of the actor in the series.
3. For the purpose of these guidelines, only the first transmission on the S4C television
service will be taken into account, therefore no repeats or online availability will be taken
into account.
4. The limitation only applies to series; therefore this will not affect appearances in a film or
single drama. Usually, the limitation will also apply to two or three part series, but this
should be discussed with the Commissioner in advance.
5. The limitation applies whatever the length of the episodes and whenever in the week they
are broadcast.
6. The limitation applies to actors who appear as a main character in one or more series. If
one of the appearances is in a secondary role or is a special appearance in one or a limited
number of episodes, this should be discussed with the Commissioner to see whether it is
possible to appear in both series.
Producers are requested to take the following practical steps:
1. To discuss with the S4C Commissioner before holding auditions, in order to obtain
confirmation whether the choices under consideration could be cast under these casting
guidelines.
2. Producers are requested to try to cast and contract with actors well in advance of the
commencement of production.
3. Producers are reminded of the need under the TAC/Equity agreement to send the
completed Production Information Form to Equity along with a cast list no later than one
week before commencement of principal photography. It should be sent to
cymru@equity.org.uk
Please note that the above are guidelines and, where appropriate, it may be possible to
discuss variations in individual cases, to be agreed with the S4C Commissioner.
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